
Direction:
Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the options.

Question No. 1

The special campaign featuring the ferocious, talking dinosaur has been ___________ by the United Nations

Development Programme to urge more climate action from global leaders.

Options :

1. emerged

2. originated

3. developed

4. began

5. None of these

Answer : developed

Direction:
Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the options.

Question No. 2

But some of the works have a softer edge, and these still-mysterious iconic works ___________ a land of

vaudevillian conjuring and a world of wonders.

Options :

1. arise

2. invoke

3. evoke

4. implore

5. None of these

Answer : evoke

Direction:
Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the options.
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Question No. 3

What's more, the dominant demoiselle seemed to ________________ her power, chasing her underlings and

pinning them into corners of the aquarium.        

Options :

1. flout

2. flaunt

3. flow

4. fly

5. None of these

Answer : flaunt

Direction:
Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the options.

Question No. 4

They have to _____________ with elephants, hippos, bushpigs, porcupines, vervet monkeys, baboons and birds

which are after their crops.     

Options :

1. contempt

2. contend

3. content

4. contest

5. None of these

Answer : contend

Direction:
Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the options.

Question No. 5
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Throughout the text, Graubard's lapidary prose is lucid and provocative, likely to _________ a glow of pleasure in

the reader.

Options :

1. induce

2. induct

3. install

4. situate

5. None of these

Answer : induce

Direction:
Fill in the blanks with the most suitable word from the options.

Question No. 6

_______________made her a public figure, he must have expected her to be subjected to public scrutiny and

political attacks.

Options :

1. To have

2. Have

3. Have

4. Having

5. None of these

Answer : Having

Direction:
Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical/contextual error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 7
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Patients have bled themselves (A)/into anaemia and then (B)/set up at a doctor's office (C)/stating they haven't a

clue about how they became so ill (D).

Options :

1. Patients have bled themselves

2. into anaemia and then

3. set up at a doctor's office

4. stating they haven't a clue about how they became so ill

5. No error

Answer : set up at a doctor&#039;s office

Direction:
Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical/contextual error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 8

The soldiers, who had (A)/so lately been employed in (B)/interring their victims, were now (C)/called at to bury

their own dead (D).

Options :

1. The soldiers, who had

2. so lately been employed in

3. interring their victims, were now

4. called at to bury their own dead

5. No error

Answer : called at to bury their own dead

Direction:
Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical/contextual error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 9
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Your important labours (A)/as a statesman and jurisconsult (B)/do not call forth our (C)/admiration any the less (D).

Options :

1. Your important labours

2. as a statesman and jurisconsult

3. do not call forth our

4. admiration any the less

5. No error

Answer : No error

Direction:
Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical/contextual error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 10

Mike said that they (A)/were in the field house on (B)/the other side of the baseball field (C)/and that he had called

in to them (D).

Options :

1. Mike said that they

2. were in the field house on

3. the other side of the baseball field

4. and that he had called in to them

5. No error

Answer : No error

Direction:
Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of
the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your answer
(Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 11
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All year Daly had imitated that (A)/he was ready to step down (B)/and last night reports of his resignation (C)/did

not come as any surprise (D).

Options :

1. All year Daly had imitated that

2. he was ready to step down

3. and last night reports of his resignation

4. did not come as any surprise

5. No error

Answer : All year Daly had imitated that

Direction:
In each question below, a sentence is given with a part of it printed in bold type and underlined. That part may
contain a grammatical error. Each sentence is followed by phrases 1), 2), 3) and 4). Find out which phrase should
replace the phrase given in bold to correct the error, if there is any, and to make the sentence grammatically
meaningful and correct. If the sentence is correct as it is and ‘No correction is required’ , mark 5) as the answer.

Question No. 12

Sweep views of the mono-coloured flowerbeds delight the soul of the urban dweller.

Options :

1. sweep viewing

2. sweeping views

3. swept view

4. sweeping viewing

5. No correction required

Answer : sweeping views

Direction:
In each question below, a sentence is given with a part of it printed in bold type and underlined. That part may
contain a grammatical error. Each sentence is followed by phrases 1), 2), 3) and 4). Find out which phrase should
replace the phrase given in bold to correct the error, if there is any, and to make the sentence grammatically
meaningful and correct. If the sentence is correct as it is and ‘No correction is required’ , mark 5) as the answer.

Question No. 13
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The suite with a little porch differences it from the rest of the living chambers. 

Options :

1. differentiates it

2. differences them

3. differentiates them

4. difference between

5. No correction required

Answer : differentiates it

Direction:
In each question below, a sentence is given with a part of it printed in bold type and underlined. That part may
contain a grammatical error. Each sentence is followed by phrases 1), 2), 3) and 4). Find out which phrase should
replace the phrase given in bold to correct the error, if there is any, and to make the sentence grammatically
meaningful and correct. If the sentence is correct as it is and ‘No correction is required’ , mark 5) as the answer.

Question No. 14

We do our first delivery in organic cotton bags, who they encourage  subscribers to reuse.

Options :

1. who then encourage

2. which we encouraged

3. which we encourage

4. that they encourage

5. No correction required

Answer : which we encourage

Direction:
In each question below, a sentence is given with a part of it printed in bold type and underlined. That part may
contain a grammatical error. Each sentence is followed by phrases 1), 2), 3) and 4). Find out which phrase should
replace the phrase given in bold to correct the error, if there is any, and to make the sentence grammatically
meaningful and correct. If the sentence is correct as it is and ‘No correction is required’ , mark 5) as the answer.

Question No. 15
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When we had read the dish on the menu, it sounded just plain simple, but what was served on the plate and what

we taste highlighted how innovation drives the restaurant's snack section. 

 

Options :

1. they taste highlights

2. we tasted highlighting

3. we taste highlights

4. we tasted highlighted

5. No correction required

Answer : we tasted highlighted

Direction:
In each question below, a sentence is given with a part of it printed in bold type and underlined. That part may
contain a grammatical error. Each sentence is followed by phrases 1), 2), 3) and 4). Find out which phrase should
replace the phrase given in bold to correct the error, if there is any, and to make the sentence grammatically
meaningful and correct. If the sentence is correct as it is and ‘No correction is required’ , mark 5) as the answer.

Question No. 16

There is a small balcony where you can be sat and sipping your morning tea or read the morning newspapers before

heading for a lavish bath.

Options :

1. sit and sipping

2. be sitting and sip

3. sit and sip

4. be sit and sipping

5. No correction required

Answer : sit and sip

Direction:
Rearrange the following six sentences a, b, c, d, e and f in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph;
then answer the questions given below them.
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a) More than a year after the notification of the much-delayed Solid Waste Management Rules, cities and towns are

in no position to comply with its stipulations, beginning with the segregation of different kinds of waste at source

and their scientific processing.

b) But what is more important is that the municipal bodies put in place an integrated system to transport and

process what has been segregated at source.

c) The collapse of a great wall of garbage in east Delhi, sweeping people and vehicles into a nearby canal, is a stark

reminder that India’s neglected waste management crisis can have deadly consequences.

d) Neither are urban local governments treating the 62 million tonnes of waste generated annually in the country as

a potential resource.

e) They have left the task of value extraction mostly to the informal system of garbage collectors and recyclers.

f) Improving on the national record of collecting only 80% of waste generated and being able to process just 28%

of that quantum, requires behaviour modification among citizens and institutions.

Question No. 17

Which is the FIRST sentence of the paragraph?

Options :

1. a

2. f

3. d

4. e

5. c

Answer : c

Direction:
Rearrange the following six sentences a, b, c, d, e and f in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph;
then answer the questions given below them.

a) More than a year after the notification of the much-delayed Solid Waste Management Rules, cities and towns are

in no position to comply with its stipulations, beginning with the segregation of different kinds of waste at source

and their scientific processing.
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b) But what is more important is that the municipal bodies put in place an integrated system to transport and

process what has been segregated at source.

c) The collapse of a great wall of garbage in east Delhi, sweeping people and vehicles into a nearby canal, is a stark

reminder that India’s neglected waste management crisis can have deadly consequences.

d) Neither are urban local governments treating the 62 million tonnes of waste generated annually in the country as

a potential resource.

e) They have left the task of value extraction mostly to the informal system of garbage collectors and recyclers.

f) Improving on the national record of collecting only 80% of waste generated and being able to process just 28%

of that quantum, requires behaviour modification among citizens and institutions.

Question No. 18

Which is the FOURTH sentence of the paragraph?

Options :

1. f

2. b

3. a

4. e

5. d

Answer : e

Direction:
Rearrange the following six sentences a, b, c, d, e and f in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph;
then answer the questions given below them.

a) More than a year after the notification of the much-delayed Solid Waste Management Rules, cities and towns are

in no position to comply with its stipulations, beginning with the segregation of different kinds of waste at source

and their scientific processing.

b) But what is more important is that the municipal bodies put in place an integrated system to transport and

process what has been segregated at source.
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c) The collapse of a great wall of garbage in east Delhi, sweeping people and vehicles into a nearby canal, is a stark

reminder that India’s neglected waste management crisis can have deadly consequences.

d) Neither are urban local governments treating the 62 million tonnes of waste generated annually in the country as

a potential resource.

e) They have left the task of value extraction mostly to the informal system of garbage collectors and recyclers.

f) Improving on the national record of collecting only 80% of waste generated and being able to process just 28%

of that quantum, requires behaviour modification among citizens and institutions.

Question No. 19

Which sentence is the LAST BUT ONE in the paragraph?

Options :

1. f

2. e

3. a

4. d

5. c

Answer : f

Direction:
Rearrange the following six sentences a, b, c, d, e and f in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph;
then answer the questions given below them.

a) More than a year after the notification of the much-delayed Solid Waste Management Rules, cities and towns are

in no position to comply with its stipulations, beginning with the segregation of different kinds of waste at source

and their scientific processing.

b) But what is more important is that the municipal bodies put in place an integrated system to transport and

process what has been segregated at source.

c) The collapse of a great wall of garbage in east Delhi, sweeping people and vehicles into a nearby canal, is a stark

reminder that India’s neglected waste management crisis can have deadly consequences.
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d) Neither are urban local governments treating the 62 million tonnes of waste generated annually in the country as

a potential resource.

e) They have left the task of value extraction mostly to the informal system of garbage collectors and recyclers.

f) Improving on the national record of collecting only 80% of waste generated and being able to process just 28%

of that quantum, requires behaviour modification among citizens and institutions.

Question No. 20

Which is the SECOND sentence of the paragraph?

Options :

1. c

2. d

3. e

4. a

5. b

Answer : a

Direction:
Rearrange the following six sentences a, b, c, d, e and f in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph;
then answer the questions given below them.

a) More than a year after the notification of the much-delayed Solid Waste Management Rules, cities and towns are

in no position to comply with its stipulations, beginning with the segregation of different kinds of waste at source

and their scientific processing.

b) But what is more important is that the municipal bodies put in place an integrated system to transport and

process what has been segregated at source.

c) The collapse of a great wall of garbage in east Delhi, sweeping people and vehicles into a nearby canal, is a stark

reminder that India’s neglected waste management crisis can have deadly consequences.

d) Neither are urban local governments treating the 62 million tonnes of waste generated annually in the country as

a potential resource.
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e) They have left the task of value extraction mostly to the informal system of garbage collectors and recyclers.

f) Improving on the national record of collecting only 80% of waste generated and being able to process just 28%

of that quantum, requires behaviour modification among citizens and institutions.

Question No. 21

Which is the SIXTH (LAST) sentence of the paragraph?

Options :

1. f

2. e

3. d

4. c

5. b

Answer : b

Direction:
In each of the questions given below, four words are given in bold. These four words may or may not be in their
correct position. The sentence is then followed by options with the correct combination of words that should replace
each other in order to make the sentence grammatically and contextually correct. Find the correct combination of
words that replace each other. If the sentence is correct as it is, select ‘E’ as your option.

Question No. 22

The spawning (A) war between India and Pakistan over New Delhi spilled (B) Jammu and Kashmir’s special status

has scrapping (C) over into the cyber world, diplomatic (D) a spate of fake social media accounts of Indian army

officers.

Options :

1. Only A-D

2. Both B-C and A-D

3. Only B-D

4. Both A-B and C-D

5. The sentence is correct
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Answer : Both B-C and A-D

Direction:
In each of the questions given below, four words are given in bold. These four words may or may not be in their
correct position. The sentence is then followed by options with the correct combination of words that should replace
each other in order to make the sentence grammatically and contextually correct. Find the correct combination of
words that replace each other. If the sentence is correct as it is, select ‘E’ as your option.

Question No. 23

  An analysis shows a clear trend (A), some of these fake accounts posted normal ensured (B) stuff on and off. The

credibility (C) of the people behind the accounts humdrum (D) an organic growth in the number of followers.

Options :

1. Only A-D

2. Both B-C and A-D

3. Both A-B and C-D

4. Only B-D

5. The sentence is correct

Answer : Only B-D

Direction:
In each of the questions given below, four words are given in bold. These four words may or may not be in their
correct position. The sentence is then followed by options with the correct combination of words that should replace
each other in order to make the sentence grammatically and contextually correct. Find the correct combination of
words that replace each other. If the sentence is correct as it is, select ‘E’ as your option.

Question No. 24

The monitor (A) in the cyber world has been so comprising (B) that New Delhi has tasked a team severe (C)

security agencies and the military to assault (D) the cyber world for such messages and counter them.

Options :

1. Only A-D

2. Both A-B and C-D

3. Only B-D

4. Both A-D and B-C
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5. The sentence is correct

Answer : Both A-D and B-C

Direction:
In each of the questions given below, four words are given in bold. These four words may or may not be in their
correct position. The sentence is then followed by options with the correct combination of words that should replace
each other in order to make the sentence grammatically and contextually correct. Find the correct combination of
words that replace each other. If the sentence is correct as it is, select ‘E’ as your option.

Question No. 25

The fake narrative (A) media messaging is ascendency (B) at gaining moral aimed (C) over India by trying to create

a fake social (D).

Options :

1. Only A-D

2. Both B-C and A-D

3. Only B-D

4. Both A-B and C-D

5. The sentence is correct

Answer : Both B-C and A-D

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been

printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions .

 

In fielding Sajith Premadasa, Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP) has chosen arguably its strongest candidate to

take on former Defence Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa in the presidential election to be held on November 16. The

party chose to back the claims of Mr. Premadasa, its deputy leader, over those of Ranil Wickremesinghe, its leader

and the Prime Minister. The party may have reckoned that Mr. Premadasa, son of the late President Ranasinghe

Premadasa, with a lineage not drawn from the urban elite, is its best bet while facing Mr. Gotabaya, a rival from

another Sinhalese political family from the same southern region. The latter has the image of a strongman who

guided the armed forces, as defence secretary, to victory over the separatist LTTE, and the UNP may need all the

grassroots support that Mr. Premadasa can mobilise to recapture the presidency it lost in 1994. For Mr.
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Wickremesinghe, it will be the third consecutive election in which he has had to step aside from the contest in

favour of another. In the 2015 election, as part of a grand opposition plan to unseat Mr. Rajapaksa, he backed

Maithripala Sirisena, who recorded a historic victory on the promise of good governance, economic revival and

ethnic reconciliation. It is quite uncommon that the battle lines in a presidential election appear to be drawn even

before it is known whether the incumbent will seek re-election or his party will field a candidate. In recent times,

President Sirisena has been marginalised in the political arena, and his Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) is no more

the organisation it was in its heyday. He has had a bitter parting of ways with Mr. Wickremesinghe, even though

both have shared power for nearly five years. Last year, the president ousted Mr. Wickremesinghe from his post,

but the courts reinstated him. Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, who cannot run for president now because he

has already completed two terms, has walked away with a significant part of the SLFP’s support base, and leads the

Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP). He has fielded his brother, Gotabaya Rajapaksa, on its behalf. It will be

primarily a contest to win the support of the majority Sinhalese. The leftist Janatha Vimukti Peramuna has chosen

its leader Anura Dissanayake as its candidate, whose prospects may not be high, but can make a dent in the vote

share of the two principal candidates.

Question No. 26

Who is Gotabaya Rajapaksa, according to the passage?

Options :

1. One of the candidates of Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP)

2. Candidate of Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP)

3. Strongest candidate of Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP)

4. Former Defence Secretary

5. None of these

Answer : Former Defence Secretary

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been

printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions .

In fielding Sajith Premadasa, Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP) has chosen arguably its strongest candidate to

take on former Defence Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa in the presidential election to be held on November 16. The

party chose to back the claims of Mr. Premadasa, its deputy leader, over those of Ranil Wickremesinghe, its leader
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and the Prime Minister. The party may have reckoned that Mr. Premadasa, son of the late President Ranasinghe

Premadasa, with a lineage not drawn from the urban elite, is its best bet while facing Mr. Gotabaya, a rival from

another Sinhalese political family from the same southern region. The latter has the image of a strongman who

guided the armed forces, as defence secretary, to victory over the separatist LTTE, and the UNP may need all the

grassroots support that Mr. Premadasa can mobilise to recapture the presidency it lost in 1994. For Mr.

Wickremesinghe, it will be the third consecutive election in which he has had to step aside from the contest in

favour of another. In the 2015 election, as part of a grand opposition plan to unseat Mr. Rajapaksa, he backed

Maithripala Sirisena, who recorded a historic victory on the promise of good governance, economic revival and

ethnic reconciliation. It is quite uncommon that the battle lines in a presidential election appear to be drawn even

before it is known whether the incumbent will seek re-election or his party will field a candidate. In recent times,

President Sirisena has been marginalised in the political arena, and his Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) is no more

the organisation it was in its heyday. He has had a bitter parting of ways with Mr. Wickremesinghe, even though

both have shared power for nearly five years. Last year, the president ousted Mr. Wickremesinghe from his post,

but the courts reinstated him. Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, who cannot run for president now because he

has already completed two terms, has walked away with a significant part of the SLFP’s support base, and leads the

Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP). He has fielded his brother, Gotabaya Rajapaksa, on its behalf. It will be

primarily a contest to win the support of the majority Sinhalese. The leftist Janatha Vimukti Peramuna has chosen

its leader Anura Dissanayake as its candidate, whose prospects may not be high, but can make a dent in the vote

share of the two principal candidates.

Question No. 27

Which word is most similar in meaning to the word 'marginalised' used in the passage?

Options :

1. Treated

2. significant

3. downrated

4. Noticed

5. None of these

Answer : downrated

Direction:
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Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been

printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions .

In fielding Sajith Premadasa, Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP) has chosen arguably its strongest candidate to

take on former Defence Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa in the presidential election to be held on November 16. The

party chose to back the claims of Mr. Premadasa, its deputy leader, over those of Ranil Wickremesinghe, its leader

and the Prime Minister. The party may have reckoned that Mr. Premadasa, son of the late President Ranasinghe

Premadasa, with a lineage not drawn from the urban elite, is its best bet while facing Mr. Gotabaya, a rival from

another Sinhalese political family from the same southern region. The latter has the image of a strongman who

guided the armed forces, as defence secretary, to victory over the separatist LTTE, and the UNP may need all the

grassroots support that Mr. Premadasa can mobilise to recapture the presidency it lost in 1994. For Mr.

Wickremesinghe, it will be the third consecutive election in which he has had to step aside from the contest in

favour of another. In the 2015 election, as part of a grand opposition plan to unseat Mr. Rajapaksa, he backed

Maithripala Sirisena, who recorded a historic victory on the promise of good governance, economic revival and

ethnic reconciliation. It is quite uncommon that the battle lines in a presidential election appear to be drawn even

before it is known whether the incumbent will seek re-election or his party will field a candidate. In recent times,

President Sirisena has been marginalised in the political arena, and his Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) is no more

the organisation it was in its heyday. He has had a bitter parting of ways with Mr. Wickremesinghe, even though

both have shared power for nearly five years. Last year, the president ousted Mr. Wickremesinghe from his post,

but the courts reinstated him. Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, who cannot run for president now because he

has already completed two terms, has walked away with a significant part of the SLFP’s support base, and leads the

Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP). He has fielded his brother, Gotabaya Rajapaksa, on its behalf. It will be

primarily a contest to win the support of the majority Sinhalese. The leftist Janatha Vimukti Peramuna has chosen

its leader Anura Dissanayake as its candidate, whose prospects may not be high, but can make a dent in the vote

share of the two principal candidates.

Question No. 28

Which of the following is/are the reason(s) due to which Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa cannot run for

president election?

Options :

1. His party has parted ways with him.
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2. He has already completed two terms.

3. He wants his son to run for the election instead of him.

4. He has fear of loosing the election

5. None of these

Answer : He has already completed two terms.

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been

printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions .

In fielding Sajith Premadasa, Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP) has chosen arguably its strongest candidate to

take on former Defence Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa in the presidential election to be held on November 16. The

party chose to back the claims of Mr. Premadasa, its deputy leader, over those of Ranil Wickremesinghe, its leader

and the Prime Minister. The party may have reckoned that Mr. Premadasa, son of the late President Ranasinghe

Premadasa, with a lineage not drawn from the urban elite, is its best bet while facing Mr. Gotabaya, a rival from

another Sinhalese political family from the same southern region. The latter has the image of a strongman who

guided the armed forces, as defence secretary, to victory over the separatist LTTE, and the UNP may need all the

grassroots support that Mr. Premadasa can mobilise to recapture the presidency it lost in 1994. For Mr.

Wickremesinghe, it will be the third consecutive election in which he has had to step aside from the contest in

favour of another. In the 2015 election, as part of a grand opposition plan to unseat Mr. Rajapaksa, he backed

Maithripala Sirisena, who recorded a historic victory on the promise of good governance, economic revival and

ethnic reconciliation. It is quite uncommon that the battle lines in a presidential election appear to be drawn even

before it is known whether the incumbent will seek re-election or his party will field a candidate. In recent times,

President Sirisena has been marginalised in the political arena, and his Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) is no more

the organisation it was in its heyday. He has had a bitter parting of ways with Mr. Wickremesinghe, even though

both have shared power for nearly five years. Last year, the president ousted Mr. Wickremesinghe from his post,

but the courts reinstated him. Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, who cannot run for president now because he

has already completed two terms, has walked away with a significant part of the SLFP’s support base, and leads the

Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP). He has fielded his brother, Gotabaya Rajapaksa, on its behalf. It will be

primarily a contest to win the support of the majority Sinhalese. The leftist Janatha Vimukti Peramuna has chosen

its leader Anura Dissanayake as its candidate, whose prospects may not be high, but can make a dent in the vote

share of the two principal candidates.
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Question No. 29

Which of the following is/are true regarding Ranil Wickremesinghe, according to the given passage?

Options :

1. President Sirisena has had a bitter parting of ways with him.

2. Leader of Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP)

3. n the 2015 election, he backed Maithripala Sirisena in order to unseat Mr. Rajapaksa.

4. Both B & C

5. All A, B & C

Answer : All A, B &amp; C

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been

printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions .

In fielding Sajith Premadasa, Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP) has chosen arguably its strongest candidate to

take on former Defence Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa in the presidential election to be held on November 16. The

party chose to back the claims of Mr. Premadasa, its deputy leader, over those of Ranil Wickremesinghe, its leader

and the Prime Minister. The party may have reckoned that Mr. Premadasa, son of the late President Ranasinghe

Premadasa, with a lineage not drawn from the urban elite, is its best bet while facing Mr. Gotabaya, a rival from

another Sinhalese political family from the same southern region. The latter has the image of a strongman who

guided the armed forces, as defence secretary, to victory over the separatist LTTE, and the UNP may need all the

grassroots support that Mr. Premadasa can mobilise to recapture the presidency it lost in 1994. For Mr.

Wickremesinghe, it will be the third consecutive election in which he has had to step aside from the contest in

favour of another. In the 2015 election, as part of a grand opposition plan to unseat Mr. Rajapaksa, he backed

Maithripala Sirisena, who recorded a historic victory on the promise of good governance, economic revival and

ethnic reconciliation. It is quite uncommon that the battle lines in a presidential election appear to be drawn even

before it is known whether the incumbent will seek re-election or his party will field a candidate. In recent times,

President Sirisena has been marginalised in the political arena, and his Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) is no more

the organisation it was in its heyday. He has had a bitter parting of ways with Mr. Wickremesinghe, even though

both have shared power for nearly five years. Last year, the president ousted Mr. Wickremesinghe from his post,

but the courts reinstated him. Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, who cannot run for president now because he
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has already completed two terms, has walked away with a significant part of the SLFP’s support base, and leads the

Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP). He has fielded his brother, Gotabaya Rajapaksa, on its behalf. It will be

primarily a contest to win the support of the majority Sinhalese. The leftist Janatha Vimukti Peramuna has chosen

its leader Anura Dissanayake as its candidate, whose prospects may not be high, but can make a dent in the vote

share of the two principal candidates.

Question No. 30

For how many years did President Sirisena and Mr. Wickremesinghe  have shared powers?

Options :

1. three years

2. six years

3. four years

4. five years

5. None of these

Answer : five years

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been

printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions .

In fielding Sajith Premadasa, Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP) has chosen arguably its strongest candidate to

take on former Defence Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa in the presidential election to be held on November 16. The

party chose to back the claims of Mr. Premadasa, its deputy leader, over those of Ranil Wickremesinghe, its leader

and the Prime Minister. The party may have reckoned that Mr. Premadasa, son of the late President Ranasinghe

Premadasa, with a lineage not drawn from the urban elite, is its best bet while facing Mr. Gotabaya, a rival from

another Sinhalese political family from the same southern region. The latter has the image of a strongman who

guided the armed forces, as defence secretary, to victory over the separatist LTTE, and the UNP may need all the

grassroots support that Mr. Premadasa can mobilise to recapture the presidency it lost in 1994. For Mr.

Wickremesinghe, it will be the third consecutive election in which he has had to step aside from the contest in

favour of another. In the 2015 election, as part of a grand opposition plan to unseat Mr. Rajapaksa, he backed

Maithripala Sirisena, who recorded a historic victory on the promise of good governance, economic revival and

ethnic reconciliation. It is quite uncommon that the battle lines in a presidential election appear to be drawn even
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before it is known whether the incumbent will seek re-election or his party will field a candidate. In recent times,

President Sirisena has been marginalised in the political arena, and his Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) is no more

the organisation it was in its heyday. He has had a bitter parting of ways with Mr. Wickremesinghe, even though

both have shared power for nearly five years. Last year, the president ousted Mr. Wickremesinghe from his post,

but the courts reinstated him. Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, who cannot run for president now because he

has already completed two terms, has walked away with a significant part of the SLFP’s support base, and leads the

Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP). He has fielded his brother, Gotabaya Rajapaksa, on its behalf. It will be

primarily a contest to win the support of the majority Sinhalese. The leftist Janatha Vimukti Peramuna has chosen

its leader Anura Dissanayake as its candidate, whose prospects may not be high, but can make a dent in the vote

share of the two principal candidates.

Question No. 31

Which of the following is being chosen as its leader by Janatha Vimukti Peramuna?

Options :

1. Mahinda Rajapaksa

2. Anura Dissanayake

3. Maithripala Sirisena

4. Gotabaya Rajapaksa

5. None of these

Answer : Anura Dissanayake

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been

printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions .

In fielding Sajith Premadasa, Sri Lanka’s United National Party (UNP) has chosen arguably its strongest candidate to

take on former Defence Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa in the presidential election to be held on November 16. The

party chose to back the claims of Mr. Premadasa, its deputy leader, over those of Ranil Wickremesinghe, its leader

and the Prime Minister. The party may have reckoned that Mr. Premadasa, son of the late President Ranasinghe

Premadasa, with a lineage not drawn from the urban elite, is its best bet while facing Mr. Gotabaya, a rival from

another Sinhalese political family from the same southern region. The latter has the image of a strongman who

guided the armed forces, as defence secretary, to victory over the separatist LTTE, and the UNP may need all the
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grassroots support that Mr. Premadasa can mobilise to recapture the presidency it lost in 1994. For Mr.

Wickremesinghe, it will be the third consecutive election in which he has had to step aside from the contest in

favour of another. In the 2015 election, as part of a grand opposition plan to unseat Mr. Rajapaksa, he backed

Maithripala Sirisena, who recorded a historic victory on the promise of good governance, economic revival and

ethnic reconciliation. It is quite uncommon that the battle lines in a presidential election appear to be drawn even

before it is known whether the incumbent will seek re-election or his party will field a candidate. In recent times,

President Sirisena has been marginalised in the political arena, and his Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) is no more

the organisation it was in its heyday. He has had a bitter parting of ways with Mr. Wickremesinghe, even though

both have shared power for nearly five years. Last year, the president ousted Mr. Wickremesinghe from his post,

but the courts reinstated him. Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, who cannot run for president now because he

has already completed two terms, has walked away with a significant part of the SLFP’s support base, and leads the

Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP). He has fielded his brother, Gotabaya Rajapaksa, on its behalf. It will be

primarily a contest to win the support of the majority Sinhalese. The leftist Janatha Vimukti Peramuna has chosen

its leader Anura Dissanayake as its candidate, whose prospects may not be high, but can make a dent in the vote

share of the two principal candidates.

Question No. 32

Which word is most opposite in meaning to the word DENT used in the passage?

Options :

1. abetment

2. decrement

3. slump

4. accretion

5. None of these

Answer : accretion

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

 Considered amongst the greatest works of Western literature, the Iliad, paired with its sequel, the Odyssey, is

attributed to Homer.
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However, that the author of the Iliad was not the same as the compiler of the fantastic tales in the Odyssey is

arguable on several scores. The two epics belong to different literary types; the Iliad is essentially dramatic in its

confrontation of opposing warriors who converse like the actors in Attic tragedy, while the Odyssey is cast as a

novel narrated in more everyday human speech. In their physical structure, also, the two epics display an equally

pronounced difference. The Odyssey is composed in six distinct cantos of four chapters ("books") each, whereas the

Iliad moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant episode in its tightly woven plot. Readers who examine

psychological nuances see in the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes.

For example, the Iliad voices admiration for the beauty and speed of horses, while the Odyssey shows no interest in

these animals. The Iliad dismisses dogs as mere scavengers, while the poet of the Odyssey reveals a modern

sentimental sympathy for Odysseus's faithful old hound, Argos.

 

But the most cogent argument for separating the two poems by assigning them to different authors is the

archeological criterion of implied chronology. In the Iliad the Phoenicians are praised as skilled craftsmen working in

metal and weavers of elaborate, much-prized garments. The shield which the metalworking god Hephaistos forges

for Achilles in the Iliad seems inspired by the metal bowls with inlaid figures in action made by the Phoenicians and

introduced by them into Greek and Etruscan commerce in the 8th century B.C. In contrast, in the Odyssey Greek

sentiment toward the Phoenicians has undergone a drastic change. Although they are still regarded as clever

craftsmen, in place of the Iliad's laudatory polydaidaloi ("of manifold skills") the epithet is parodied into polypaipaloi

("of manifold scurvy tricksters"), reflecting the competitive penetration into Greek commerce by traders from

Phoenician Carthage in the 7th century B.C.

 

One thing, however, is certain: both epics were created without recourse to writing. Between the decline of

Mycenaean and the emergence of classical Greek civilization—which is to say, from the late 12th to the mid-8th

century B.C.—the inhabitants of the Greek lands had lost all knowledge of the syllabic script of their Mycenaean

fore-bears and had not yet acquired from the easternmost shore of the Mediterranean that familiarity with

Phoenician alphabetic writing from which classical Greek literacy (and in turn, Etruscan, Roman, and modern

European literacy) derived. The same conclusion of illiterate composition may be reached from a critical inspection

of the poems themselves. Among many races and in many different periods there has existed (and still exists

sporadically) a form of purely oral and unwritten poetic speech, distinguishable from normal and printed literature

by special traits that are readily recognizable and specifically distinctive. To this class the Homeric epics conform.
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Hence it would seem an inevitable inference that they must have been created either before the end of the 8th

century B.C. or so shortly after that date that the use of alphabetic writing had not yet been developed sufficiently

to record lengthy compositions. It is this illiterate environment that explains the absence of all contemporary

historical record of the authors of the two great epics.

 

It is probable that Homer's name was applied to two distinct individuals differing in temperament and artistic

accomplishment, born perhaps as much as a century apart, but practicing the same traditional craft of oral

composition and recitation. Although each became known as "Homer, " it may be (as one ancient source asserts)

that “homros “was a dialectal word for a blind man and so came to be used generically of the old and often

sightless wandering reciters of heroic legends in the traditional meter of unrhymed dactylic hexameters. Thus there

could have been many Homers. The two epics ascribed to Homer, however, have been as highly prized in modern

as in ancient times for their marvelous vividness of expression, their keenness of personal characterization, their

unflagging interest, whether in narration of action or in animated dramatic dialogue.

Question No. 33

  As per this article, which of the following Statements can be reasonably inferred from the passage?

Options :

1. Before the 12th century BC , the use of syllabic writing existed in Ancient Greece.

2. Phoenician traders flourished in Greece at the time the Homeric epics were composed.

3. Only (A) & (B)

4. liad and Odyssey are purely oral poetic speech, set to rhyme.

5. None of these

Answer : Only (A) &amp; (B)

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

 Considered amongst the greatest works of Western literature, the Iliad, paired with its sequel, the Odyssey, is

attributed to Homer.
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However, that the author of the Iliad was not the same as the compiler of the fantastic tales in the Odyssey is

arguable on several scores. The two epics belong to different literary types; the Iliad is essentially dramatic in its

confrontation of opposing warriors who converse like the actors in Attic tragedy, while the Odyssey is cast as a

novel narrated in more everyday human speech. In their physical structure, also, the two epics display an equally

pronounced difference. The Odyssey is composed in six distinct cantos of four chapters ("books") each, whereas the

Iliad moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant episode in its tightly woven plot. Readers who examine

psychological nuances see in the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes.

For example, the Iliad voices admiration for the beauty and speed of horses, while the Odyssey shows no interest in

these animals. The Iliad dismisses dogs as mere scavengers, while the poet of the Odyssey reveals a modern

sentimental sympathy for Odysseus's faithful old hound, Argos.

But the most cogent argument for separating the two poems by assigning them to different authors is the

archeological criterion of implied chronology. In the Iliad the Phoenicians are praised as skilled craftsmen working in

metal and weavers of elaborate, much-prized garments. The shield which the metalworking god Hephaistos forges

for Achilles in the Iliad seems inspired by the metal bowls with inlaid figures in action made by the Phoenicians and

introduced by them into Greek and Etruscan commerce in the 8th century B.C. In contrast, in the Odyssey Greek

sentiment toward the Phoenicians has undergone a drastic change. Although they are still regarded as clever

craftsmen, in place of the Iliad's laudatory polydaidaloi ("of manifold skills") the epithet is parodied into polypaipaloi

("of manifold scurvy tricksters"), reflecting the competitive penetration into Greek commerce by traders from

Phoenician Carthage in the 7th century B.C.

One thing, however, is certain: both epics were created without recourse to writing. Between the decline of

Mycenaean and the emergence of classical Greek civilization—which is to say, from the late 12th to the mid-8th

century B.C.—the inhabitants of the Greek lands had lost all knowledge of the syllabic script of their Mycenaean

fore-bears and had not yet acquired from the easternmost shore of the Mediterranean that familiarity with

Phoenician alphabetic writing from which classical Greek literacy (and in turn, Etruscan, Roman, and modern

European literacy) derived. The same conclusion of illiterate composition may be reached from a critical inspection

of the poems themselves. Among many races and in many different periods there has existed (and still exists

sporadically) a form of purely oral and unwritten poetic speech, distinguishable from normal and printed literature

by special traits that are readily recognizable and specifically distinctive. To this class the Homeric epics conform.

Hence it would seem an inevitable inference that they must have been created either before the end of the 8th

century B.C. or so shortly after that date that the use of alphabetic writing had not yet been developed sufficiently

to record lengthy compositions. It is this illiterate environment that explains the absence of all contemporary
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historical record of the authors of the two great epics.

It is probable that Homer's name was applied to two distinct individuals differing in temperament and artistic

accomplishment, born perhaps as much as a century apart, but practicing the same traditional craft of oral

composition and recitation. Although each became known as "Homer, " it may be (as one ancient source asserts)

that “homros “was a dialectal word for a blind man and so came to be used generically of the old and often

sightless wandering reciters of heroic legends in the traditional meter of unrhymed dactylic hexameters. Thus there

could have been many Homers. The two epics ascribed to Homer, however, have been as highly prized in modern

as in ancient times for their marvelous vividness of expression, their keenness of personal characterization, their

unflagging interest, whether in narration of action or in animated dramatic dialogue.

Question No. 34

Which of the following is/are actions or statements validates that the two sequels are not composed by the same

poet?

Options :

1. One is composed of six cantos whereas the other moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant

episode in its tightly woven plot

2. the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes

3. Both epics were created without recourse to writing.

4. Only (A) & (C)

5. Only (A) & (B)

Answer : Only (A) &amp; (B)

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

 Considered amongst the greatest works of Western literature, the Iliad, paired with its sequel, the Odyssey, is

attributed to Homer.

However, that the author of the Iliad was not the same as the compiler of the fantastic tales in the Odyssey is

arguable on several scores. The two epics belong to different literary types; the Iliad is essentially dramatic in its

confrontation of opposing warriors who converse like the actors in Attic tragedy, while the Odyssey is cast as a
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novel narrated in more everyday human speech. In their physical structure, also, the two epics display an equally

pronounced difference. The Odyssey is composed in six distinct cantos of four chapters ("books") each, whereas the

Iliad moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant episode in its tightly woven plot. Readers who examine

psychological nuances see in the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes.

For example, the Iliad voices admiration for the beauty and speed of horses, while the Odyssey shows no interest in

these animals. The Iliad dismisses dogs as mere scavengers, while the poet of the Odyssey reveals a modern

sentimental sympathy for Odysseus's faithful old hound, Argos.

But the most cogent argument for separating the two poems by assigning them to different authors is the

archeological criterion of implied chronology. In the Iliad the Phoenicians are praised as skilled craftsmen working in

metal and weavers of elaborate, much-prized garments. The shield which the metalworking god Hephaistos forges

for Achilles in the Iliad seems inspired by the metal bowls with inlaid figures in action made by the Phoenicians and

introduced by them into Greek and Etruscan commerce in the 8th century B.C. In contrast, in the Odyssey Greek

sentiment toward the Phoenicians has undergone a drastic change. Although they are still regarded as clever

craftsmen, in place of the Iliad's laudatory polydaidaloi ("of manifold skills") the epithet is parodied into polypaipaloi

("of manifold scurvy tricksters"), reflecting the competitive penetration into Greek commerce by traders from

Phoenician Carthage in the 7th century B.C.

One thing, however, is certain: both epics were created without recourse to writing. Between the decline of

Mycenaean and the emergence of classical Greek civilization—which is to say, from the late 12th to the mid-8th

century B.C.—the inhabitants of the Greek lands had lost all knowledge of the syllabic script of their Mycenaean

fore-bears and had not yet acquired from the easternmost shore of the Mediterranean that familiarity with

Phoenician alphabetic writing from which classical Greek literacy (and in turn, Etruscan, Roman, and modern

European literacy) derived. The same conclusion of illiterate composition may be reached from a critical inspection

of the poems themselves. Among many races and in many different periods there has existed (and still exists

sporadically) a form of purely oral and unwritten poetic speech, distinguishable from normal and printed literature

by special traits that are readily recognizable and specifically distinctive. To this class the Homeric epics conform.

Hence it would seem an inevitable inference that they must have been created either before the end of the 8th

century B.C. or so shortly after that date that the use of alphabetic writing had not yet been developed sufficiently

to record lengthy compositions. It is this illiterate environment that explains the absence of all contemporary

historical record of the authors of the two great epics.

It is probable that Homer's name was applied to two distinct individuals differing in temperament and artistic

accomplishment, born perhaps as much as a century apart, but practicing the same traditional craft of oral
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composition and recitation. Although each became known as "Homer, " it may be (as one ancient source asserts)

that “homros “was a dialectal word for a blind man and so came to be used generically of the old and often

sightless wandering reciters of heroic legends in the traditional meter of unrhymed dactylic hexameters. Thus there

could have been many Homers. The two epics ascribed to Homer, however, have been as highly prized in modern

as in ancient times for their marvelous vividness of expression, their keenness of personal characterization, their

unflagging interest, whether in narration of action or in animated dramatic dialogue.

Question No. 35

Which of the following is/are hurdles for the correct knowledge about the creator of the two epics?

Options :

1. Natural disasters

2. Constant war among the clans

3. illiterate environment

4. Unwillingness

5. None of these

Answer : illiterate environment

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

 Considered amongst the greatest works of Western literature, the Iliad, paired with its sequel, the Odyssey, is

attributed to Homer.

However, that the author of the Iliad was not the same as the compiler of the fantastic tales in the Odyssey is

arguable on several scores. The two epics belong to different literary types; the Iliad is essentially dramatic in its

confrontation of opposing warriors who converse like the actors in Attic tragedy, while the Odyssey is cast as a

novel narrated in more everyday human speech. In their physical structure, also, the two epics display an equally

pronounced difference. The Odyssey is composed in six distinct cantos of four chapters ("books") each, whereas the

Iliad moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant episode in its tightly woven plot. Readers who examine

psychological nuances see in the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes.

For example, the Iliad voices admiration for the beauty and speed of horses, while the Odyssey shows no interest in

these animals. The Iliad dismisses dogs as mere scavengers, while the poet of the Odyssey reveals a modern
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sentimental sympathy for Odysseus's faithful old hound, Argos.

But the most cogent argument for separating the two poems by assigning them to different authors is the

archeological criterion of implied chronology. In the Iliad the Phoenicians are praised as skilled craftsmen working in

metal and weavers of elaborate, much-prized garments. The shield which the metalworking god Hephaistos forges

for Achilles in the Iliad seems inspired by the metal bowls with inlaid figures in action made by the Phoenicians and

introduced by them into Greek and Etruscan commerce in the 8th century B.C. In contrast, in the Odyssey Greek

sentiment toward the Phoenicians has undergone a drastic change. Although they are still regarded as clever

craftsmen, in place of the Iliad's laudatory polydaidaloi ("of manifold skills") the epithet is parodied into polypaipaloi

("of manifold scurvy tricksters"), reflecting the competitive penetration into Greek commerce by traders from

Phoenician Carthage in the 7th century B.C.

One thing, however, is certain: both epics were created without recourse to writing. Between the decline of

Mycenaean and the emergence of classical Greek civilization—which is to say, from the late 12th to the mid-8th

century B.C.—the inhabitants of the Greek lands had lost all knowledge of the syllabic script of their Mycenaean

fore-bears and had not yet acquired from the easternmost shore of the Mediterranean that familiarity with

Phoenician alphabetic writing from which classical Greek literacy (and in turn, Etruscan, Roman, and modern

European literacy) derived. The same conclusion of illiterate composition may be reached from a critical inspection

of the poems themselves. Among many races and in many different periods there has existed (and still exists

sporadically) a form of purely oral and unwritten poetic speech, distinguishable from normal and printed literature

by special traits that are readily recognizable and specifically distinctive. To this class the Homeric epics conform.

Hence it would seem an inevitable inference that they must have been created either before the end of the 8th

century B.C. or so shortly after that date that the use of alphabetic writing had not yet been developed sufficiently

to record lengthy compositions. It is this illiterate environment that explains the absence of all contemporary

historical record of the authors of the two great epics.

It is probable that Homer's name was applied to two distinct individuals differing in temperament and artistic

accomplishment, born perhaps as much as a century apart, but practicing the same traditional craft of oral

composition and recitation. Although each became known as "Homer, " it may be (as one ancient source asserts)

that “homros “was a dialectal word for a blind man and so came to be used generically of the old and often

sightless wandering reciters of heroic legends in the traditional meter of unrhymed dactylic hexameters. Thus there

could have been many Homers. The two epics ascribed to Homer, however, have been as highly prized in modern

as in ancient times for their marvelous vividness of expression, their keenness of personal characterization, their

unflagging interest, whether in narration of action or in animated dramatic dialogue.
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Question No. 36

Which Western literature is the Sequel to Illiad?

Options :

1. Homer

2. Odyssey

3. Homros

4. Mycenaean

5. None of these

Answer : Odyssey

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

 Considered amongst the greatest works of Western literature, the Iliad, paired with its sequel, the Odyssey, is

attributed to Homer.

However, that the author of the Iliad was not the same as the compiler of the fantastic tales in the Odyssey is

arguable on several scores. The two epics belong to different literary types; the Iliad is essentially dramatic in its

confrontation of opposing warriors who converse like the actors in Attic tragedy, while the Odyssey is cast as a

novel narrated in more everyday human speech. In their physical structure, also, the two epics display an equally

pronounced difference. The Odyssey is composed in six distinct cantos of four chapters ("books") each, whereas the

Iliad moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant episode in its tightly woven plot. Readers who examine

psychological nuances see in the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes.

For example, the Iliad voices admiration for the beauty and speed of horses, while the Odyssey shows no interest in

these animals. The Iliad dismisses dogs as mere scavengers, while the poet of the Odyssey reveals a modern

sentimental sympathy for Odysseus's faithful old hound, Argos.

But the most cogent argument for separating the two poems by assigning them to different authors is the

archeological criterion of implied chronology. In the Iliad the Phoenicians are praised as skilled craftsmen working in

metal and weavers of elaborate, much-prized garments. The shield which the metalworking god Hephaistos forges

for Achilles in the Iliad seems inspired by the metal bowls with inlaid figures in action made by the Phoenicians and

introduced by them into Greek and Etruscan commerce in the 8th century B.C. In contrast, in the Odyssey Greek
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sentiment toward the Phoenicians has undergone a drastic change. Although they are still regarded as clever

craftsmen, in place of the Iliad's laudatory polydaidaloi ("of manifold skills") the epithet is parodied into polypaipaloi

("of manifold scurvy tricksters"), reflecting the competitive penetration into Greek commerce by traders from

Phoenician Carthage in the 7th century B.C.

One thing, however, is certain: both epics were created without recourse to writing. Between the decline of

Mycenaean and the emergence of classical Greek civilization—which is to say, from the late 12th to the mid-8th

century B.C.—the inhabitants of the Greek lands had lost all knowledge of the syllabic script of their Mycenaean

fore-bears and had not yet acquired from the easternmost shore of the Mediterranean that familiarity with

Phoenician alphabetic writing from which classical Greek literacy (and in turn, Etruscan, Roman, and modern

European literacy) derived. The same conclusion of illiterate composition may be reached from a critical inspection

of the poems themselves. Among many races and in many different periods there has existed (and still exists

sporadically) a form of purely oral and unwritten poetic speech, distinguishable from normal and printed literature

by special traits that are readily recognizable and specifically distinctive. To this class the Homeric epics conform.

Hence it would seem an inevitable inference that they must have been created either before the end of the 8th

century B.C. or so shortly after that date that the use of alphabetic writing had not yet been developed sufficiently

to record lengthy compositions. It is this illiterate environment that explains the absence of all contemporary

historical record of the authors of the two great epics.

It is probable that Homer's name was applied to two distinct individuals differing in temperament and artistic

accomplishment, born perhaps as much as a century apart, but practicing the same traditional craft of oral

composition and recitation. Although each became known as "Homer, " it may be (as one ancient source asserts)

that “homros “was a dialectal word for a blind man and so came to be used generically of the old and often

sightless wandering reciters of heroic legends in the traditional meter of unrhymed dactylic hexameters. Thus there

could have been many Homers. The two epics ascribed to Homer, however, have been as highly prized in modern

as in ancient times for their marvelous vividness of expression, their keenness of personal characterization, their

unflagging interest, whether in narration of action or in animated dramatic dialogue.

Question No. 37

Choose the word/group of words which is most similar in meaning to the word/group of words printed in bold as
used in passage.

nuances
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Options :

1. bristly

2. Subtlety

3. spikey

4. Coarse

5. None of these

Answer : Subtlety

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

 Considered amongst the greatest works of Western literature, the Iliad, paired with its sequel, the Odyssey, is

attributed to Homer.

However, that the author of the Iliad was not the same as the compiler of the fantastic tales in the Odyssey is

arguable on several scores. The two epics belong to different literary types; the Iliad is essentially dramatic in its

confrontation of opposing warriors who converse like the actors in Attic tragedy, while the Odyssey is cast as a

novel narrated in more everyday human speech. In their physical structure, also, the two epics display an equally

pronounced difference. The Odyssey is composed in six distinct cantos of four chapters ("books") each, whereas the

Iliad moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant episode in its tightly woven plot. Readers who examine

psychological nuances see in the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes.

For example, the Iliad voices admiration for the beauty and speed of horses, while the Odyssey shows no interest in

these animals. The Iliad dismisses dogs as mere scavengers, while the poet of the Odyssey reveals a modern

sentimental sympathy for Odysseus's faithful old hound, Argos.

 

But the most cogent argument for separating the two poems by assigning them to different authors is the

archeological criterion of implied chronology. In the Iliad the Phoenicians are praised as skilled craftsmen working in

metal and weavers of elaborate, much-prized garments. The shield which the metalworking god Hephaistos forges

for Achilles in the Iliad seems inspired by the metal bowls with inlaid figures in action made by the Phoenicians and

introduced by them into Greek and Etruscan commerce in the 8th century B.C. In contrast, in the Odyssey Greek

sentiment toward the Phoenicians has undergone a drastic change. Although they are still regarded as clever

craftsmen, in place of the Iliad's laudatory polydaidaloi ("of manifold skills") the epithet is parodied into polypaipaloi
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("of manifold scurvy tricksters"), reflecting the competitive penetration into Greek commerce by traders from

Phoenician Carthage in the 7th century B.C.

 

One thing, however, is certain: both epics were created without recourse to writing. Between the decline of

Mycenaean and the emergence of classical Greek civilization—which is to say, from the late 12th to the mid-8th

century B.C.—the inhabitants of the Greek lands had lost all knowledge of the syllabic script of their Mycenaean

fore-bears and had not yet acquired from the easternmost shore of the Mediterranean that familiarity with

Phoenician alphabetic writing from which classical Greek literacy (and in turn, Etruscan, Roman, and modern

European literacy) derived. The same conclusion of illiterate composition may be reached from a critical inspection

of the poems themselves. Among many races and in many different periods there has existed (and still exists

sporadically) a form of purely oral and unwritten poetic speech, distinguishable from normal and printed literature

by special traits that are readily recognizable and specifically distinctive. To this class the Homeric epics conform.

Hence it would seem an inevitable inference that they must have been created either before the end of the 8th

century B.C. or so shortly after that date that the use of alphabetic writing had not yet been developed sufficiently

to record lengthy compositions. It is this illiterate environment that explains the absence of all contemporary

 historical record of the authors of the two great epics.

 

It is probable that Homer's name was applied to two distinct individuals differing in temperament and artistic

accomplishment, born perhaps as much as a century apart, but practicing the same traditional craft of oral

composition and recitation. Although each became known as "Homer, " it may be (as one ancient source asserts)

that “homros “was a dialectal word for a blind man and so came to be used generically of the old and often

sightless wandering reciters of heroic legends in the traditional meter of unrhymed dactylic hexameters. Thus there

could have been many Homers. The two epics ascribed to Homer, however, have been as highly prized in modern

as in ancient times for their marvelous vividness of expression, their keenness of personal characterization, their

unflagging interest, whether in narration of action or in animated dramatic dialogue.

Question No. 38

Choose the word/group of words which is most similar in meaning to the word/group of words printed in bold as
used in passage.

contemporary
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Options :

1. Preceding

2. succeeding

3. abreast

4. foregoing

5. None of these

Answer : abreast

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

 Considered amongst the greatest works of Western literature, the Iliad, paired with its sequel, the Odyssey, is

attributed to Homer.

However, that the author of the Iliad was not the same as the compiler of the fantastic tales in the Odyssey is

arguable on several scores. The two epics belong to different literary types; the Iliad is essentially dramatic in its

confrontation of opposing warriors who converse like the actors in Attic tragedy, while the Odyssey is cast as a

novel narrated in more everyday human speech. In their physical structure, also, the two epics display an equally

pronounced difference. The Odyssey is composed in six distinct cantos of four chapters ("books") each, whereas the

Iliad moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant episode in its tightly woven plot. Readers who examine

psychological nuances see in the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes.

For example, the Iliad voices admiration for the beauty and speed of horses, while the Odyssey shows no interest in

these animals. The Iliad dismisses dogs as mere scavengers, while the poet of the Odyssey reveals a modern

sentimental sympathy for Odysseus's faithful old hound, Argos.

 

But the most cogent argument for separating the two poems by assigning them to different authors is the

archeological criterion of implied chronology. In the Iliad the Phoenicians are praised as skilled craftsmen working in

metal and weavers of elaborate, much-prized garments. The shield which the metalworking god Hephaistos forges

for Achilles in the Iliad seems inspired by the metal bowls with inlaid figures in action made by the Phoenicians and

introduced by them into Greek and Etruscan commerce in the 8th century B.C. In contrast, in the Odyssey Greek

sentiment toward the Phoenicians has undergone a drastic change. Although they are still regarded as clever

craftsmen, in place of the Iliad's laudatory polydaidaloi ("of manifold skills") the epithet is parodied into polypaipaloi
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("of manifold scurvy tricksters"), reflecting the competitive penetration into Greek commerce by traders from

Phoenician Carthage in the 7th century B.C.

 

One thing, however, is certain: both epics were created without recourse to writing. Between the decline of

Mycenaean and the emergence of classical Greek civilization—which is to say, from the late 12th to the mid-8th

century B.C.—the inhabitants of the Greek lands had lost all knowledge of the syllabic script of their Mycenaean

fore-bears and had not yet acquired from the easternmost shore of the Mediterranean that familiarity with

Phoenician alphabetic writing from which classical Greek literacy (and in turn, Etruscan, Roman, and modern

European literacy) derived. The same conclusion of illiterate composition may be reached from a critical inspection

of the poems themselves. Among many races and in many different periods there has existed (and still exists

sporadically) a form of purely oral and unwritten poetic speech, distinguishable from normal and printed literature

by special traits that are readily recognizable and specifically distinctive. To this class the Homeric epics conform.

Hence it would seem an inevitable inference that they must have been created either before the end of the 8th

century B.C. or so shortly after that date that the use of alphabetic writing had not yet been developed sufficiently

to record lengthy compositions. It is this illiterate environment that explains the absence of all contemporary

 historical record of the authors of the two great epics.

 

It is probable that Homer's name was applied to two distinct individuals differing in temperament and artistic

accomplishment, born perhaps as much as a century apart, but practicing the same traditional craft of oral

composition and recitation. Although each became known as "Homer, " it may be (as one ancient source asserts)

that “homros “was a dialectal word for a blind man and so came to be used generically of the old and often

sightless wandering reciters of heroic legends in the traditional meter of unrhymed dactylic hexameters. Thus there

could have been many Homers. The two epics ascribed to Homer, however, have been as highly prized in modern

as in ancient times for their marvelous vividness of expression, their keenness of personal characterization, their

unflagging interest, whether in narration of action or in animated dramatic dialogue.

Question No. 39

 Choose the word/group of words which is most opposite in meaning to the word/group of words printed in bold as
used in passage.
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Laudatory

Options :

1. Acclamatory

2. Raving

3. castigate

4. sycophantic

5. None of these

Answer : castigate

Direction:
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/ Phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

 Considered amongst the greatest works of Western literature, the Iliad, paired with its sequel, the Odyssey, is

attributed to Homer.

However, that the author of the Iliad was not the same as the compiler of the fantastic tales in the Odyssey is

arguable on several scores. The two epics belong to different literary types; the Iliad is essentially dramatic in its

confrontation of opposing warriors who converse like the actors in Attic tragedy, while the Odyssey is cast as a

novel narrated in more everyday human speech. In their physical structure, also, the two epics display an equally

pronounced difference. The Odyssey is composed in six distinct cantos of four chapters ("books") each, whereas the

Iliad moves unbrokenly forward with only one irrelevant episode in its tightly woven plot. Readers who examine

psychological nuances see in the two works some distinctly different human responses and behavioral attitudes.

For example, the Iliad voices admiration for the beauty and speed of horses, while the Odyssey shows no interest in

these animals. The Iliad dismisses dogs as mere scavengers, while the poet of the Odyssey reveals a modern

sentimental sympathy for Odysseus's faithful old hound, Argos.

 

But the most cogent argument for separating the two poems by assigning them to different authors is the

archeological criterion of implied chronology. In the Iliad the Phoenicians are praised as skilled craftsmen working in

metal and weavers of elaborate, much-prized garments. The shield which the metalworking god Hephaistos forges

for Achilles in the Iliad seems inspired by the metal bowls with inlaid figures in action made by the Phoenicians and

introduced by them into Greek and Etruscan commerce in the 8th century B.C. In contrast, in the Odyssey Greek
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sentiment toward the Phoenicians has undergone a drastic change. Although they are still regarded as clever

craftsmen, in place of the Iliad's laudatory polydaidaloi ("of manifold skills") the epithet is parodied into polypaipaloi

("of manifold scurvy tricksters"), reflecting the competitive penetration into Greek commerce by traders from

Phoenician Carthage in the 7th century B.C.

 

One thing, however, is certain: both epics were created without recourse to writing. Between the decline of

Mycenaean and the emergence of classical Greek civilization—which is to say, from the late 12th to the mid-8th

century B.C.—the inhabitants of the Greek lands had lost all knowledge of the syllabic script of their Mycenaean

fore-bears and had not yet acquired from the easternmost shore of the Mediterranean that familiarity with

Phoenician alphabetic writing from which classical Greek literacy (and in turn, Etruscan, Roman, and modern

European literacy) derived. The same conclusion of illiterate composition may be reached from a critical inspection

of the poems themselves. Among many races and in many different periods there has existed (and still exists

sporadically) a form of purely oral and unwritten poetic speech, distinguishable from normal and printed literature

by special traits that are readily recognizable and specifically distinctive. To this class the Homeric epics conform.

Hence it would seem an inevitable inference that they must have been created either before the end of the 8th

century B.C. or so shortly after that date that the use of alphabetic writing had not yet been developed sufficiently

to record lengthy compositions. It is this illiterate environment that explains the absence of all contemporary

 historical record of the authors of the two great epics.

 

It is probable that Homer's name was applied to two distinct individuals differing in temperament and artistic

accomplishment, born perhaps as much as a century apart, but practicing the same traditional craft of oral

composition and recitation. Although each became known as "Homer, " it may be (as one ancient source asserts)

that “homros “was a dialectal word for a blind man and so came to be used generically of the old and often

sightless wandering reciters of heroic legends in the traditional meter of unrhymed dactylic hexameters. Thus there

could have been many Homers. The two epics ascribed to Homer, however, have been as highly prized in modern

as in ancient times for their marvelous vividness of expression, their keenness of personal characterization, their

unflagging interest, whether in narration of action or in animated dramatic dialogue.

Question No. 40
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Choose the word/group of words which is most opposite in meaning to the word/group of words printed in bold as
used in passage.

Ascribed

Options :

1. credited

2. Indorsed

3. Endorsed

4. Repudiate

5. None of these

Answer : Repudiate

Direction:

In each of the following questions, one term in the number series is wrong. Find out the wrong term. 

Question No. 41

27    32    30    36    35    40  

Options :

1. 35

2. 40

3. 30

4. 32

5. None of these

Answer : 30

Direction:
In each of these questions a number series is given. In each series only one number is wrong. Find out the wrong
number.

Question No. 42

4, 9, 28, 99, 416, 2100, 12660
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Options :

1. 99

2. 416

3. 2100

4. 12660

5. 28

Answer : 2100

Direction:
In each of these questions a number series is given. In each series only one number is wrong. Find out the wrong
number.

Question No. 43

100, 106, 121, 142, 170, 205

Options :

1. 106

2. 121

3. 142

4. 205

5. 170

Answer : 106

Direction:
In each of these questions a number series is given. In each series only one number is wrong. Find out the wrong
number.

Question No. 44

80 81 77 86 70 93 59

Options :

1. 59
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2. 70

3. 93

4. 77

5. 86

Answer : 93

Direction:
In each of these questions a number series is given. In each series only one number is wrong. Find out the wrong
number.

Question No. 45

30, 43, 60, 75, 94, 115

Options :

1. 115

2. 60

3. 94

4. 75

5. 43

Answer : 60

Question No. 46

Rs 1400 was divided among Anil, Bhanu and Charan in the ratio of 9:5:11 respectively. Find the amount received by

Anil and Bhanu together.

Options :

1. Rs 1102

2. Rs 1020

3. Rs 630

4. Rs 720

5. Rs 784
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Answer : Rs 784

Question No. 47

A shopkeeper sold a jacket for Rs. 4000 at a loss of 20%. At what price should he have sold the jacket, to earn a

profit of 30%?

Options :

1. Rs.6500

2. Rs.6900

3. Rs.6700

4. Rs.6750

5. None of these

Answer : Rs.6500

Question No. 48

In a business, A invested Rs. 2000 more than that by B. After 7 months, A left the business. If at the end of the year,

profit earned by B is equal to the profit earned by A, then find the amount invested by A in the business.

Options :

1. Rs.5500

2. Rs.4800

3. Rs.6000

4. Rs.9000

5. None of these

Answer : Rs.4800

Question No. 49

If the volume and radius of a cylinder is 24640 cm3 and 28 cm respectively then find the height of the cylinder?

Options :
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1. 15 cm

2. 5 cm

3. 10 cm

4. 12.5 cm

5. 7.5 cm

Answer : 10 cm

Question No. 50

P alone can finish a piece of work ‘M’ in 6 days while Q takes 3 days to finish it alone. P, Q and R working together

can finish the work ‘N’ which is 10 times of work ‘M’ in 4 days. How long will R take to finish work ‘N’, when working

alone?

Options :

1. 6.6 days

2. 5 days

3. 8 days

4. 12 days

5. 15 days

Answer : 5 days

Direction:
Answer the questions based on the information given below.

The given table shows the data regarding the number of musicians, painters and dancers in four different sections

of class in a school.
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Question No. 51

Find the average number of dancers in section A, B and C.

Options :

1. 23

2. 20

3. 25

4. 28

5. 26

Answer : 23

Direction:
Answer the questions based on the information given below.

The given table shows the data regarding the number of musicians, painters and dancers in four different sections

of class in a school.

Question No. 52

Total number of painters in section B and C taken together is what percentage more or less than the total number

of dancers in section D and A taken together?

Options :

1. 101.59%

2. 121.59%
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3. 131.59%

4. 111.59%

5. 141.59%

Answer : 131.59%

Direction:
Answer the questions based on the information given below.

The given table shows the data regarding the number of musicians, painters and dancers in four different sections

of class in a school.

Question No. 53

Find the ratio of the number of painters in section A to the number of dancers in section B.

Options :

1. 2:1

2. 1:1

3. 1:2

4. 3:1

5. 1:3

Answer : 1:1

Direction:
Answer the questions based on the information given below.
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The given table shows the data regarding the number of musicians, painters and dancers in four different sections

of class in a school.

Question No. 54

Find the difference between the number of painters in section D and the number of dancers in section B.

Options :

1. 16

2. 10

3. 15

4. 13

5. 18

Answer : 16

Direction:
Answer the questions based on the information given below.

The given table shows the data regarding the number of musicians, painters and dancers in four different sections

of class in a school.
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Question No. 55

If in section E, the number of musicians is 75% of the total average number of artists in section A and number of

dancers are 11 less than the musicians in section C, then find the total number of musicians and dancers in section E.

Options :

1. 59

2. 49

3. 39

4. 50

5. 55

Answer : 59

Direction:
What should come in place of the question mark (?) in the following question?

Question No. 56

3564 ÷ 59.4 x 16.5 = ? 

Options :

1. 1125

2. 1015

3. 1050

4. 990
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5. None of these

Answer : 990

Direction:
Simplify the following questions:

Question No. 57

140 ÷ 17.5 x 4.5 + 42 x 2.5 = ?

Options :

1. 141

2. 273

3. 168

4. 287

5. 240

Answer : 141

Direction:
What value should come in place of (?).

Question No. 58

832 ÷ 13 + 552 ÷ 12 + ? = 79% of 2500 

Options :

1. 1862

2. 1493

3. 1865

4. 1830

5. 2099

Answer : 1865

Direction:
What should come in place of the question mark (?) in the following question?
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Question No. 59

396 ÷ 18 x 14 + 123 – 296 = ? 

Options :

1. 216

2. 174

3. 135

4. 210

5. None of these

Answer : 135

Direction:
What should come in place of the question mark (?) in the following question?

Question No. 60

5/8 of 12% of 600 = ?

Options :

1. 126

2. 40

3. 72

4. 45

5. None of these

Answer : 45

Direction:
Simplify the following questions:

Question No. 61

60% of √3600 ÷ 0.01 = ?2 ÷ 36
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Options :

1. 160

2. 150

3. 360

4. 600

5. 595

Answer : 360

Direction:
Simplify the following questions:

Question No. 62

52400 ÷ 25 × 32 – 42% of 3400 =? + 5420 

Options :

1. 51250

2. 60224

3. 46280

4. 63490

5. 52308

Answer : 60224

Direction:
What should come in place of the question mark (?) in the following question?

Question No. 63

(624 – 114) ÷ (476 ÷ 28) = ? 

Options :

1. 20

2. 60
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3. 80

4. 30

5. None of these

Answer : 30

Direction:
Simplify the following questions:

Question No. 64

[(72)2 ÷ 18 x 20] ÷ 36 = 5 x ?

Options :

1. 18

2. 72

3. 34

4. 32

5. 50

Answer : 32

Direction:
Simplify the following questions:

Question No. 65

?2 + √36 x 36 + √121 x 11 = 1493

Options :

1. 37

2. 35

3. 34

4. 31

5. 27

Answer : 34
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Question No. 66

Rs. P invested at R% p.a. gives simple interest and compound interest (compounded annually) of Rs. 1120 and Rs.

1747.2 respectively at the end of 2 years. Find the compound interest (compounded annually) earned if Rs. (P + 400)

is invested at (R + 8)% p.a. for 2 years.

Options :

1. Rs. 2221.75

2. Rs. 1122

3. Rs. 1700

4. Rs. 1398.72

5. None of these

Answer : None of these

Question No. 67

84 ml of mixture ‘P’ contains milk and water in the ratio of 7:5, respectively is mixed with 27 ml of mixture ‘Q’

containing milk and water in the ratio of 5:4, respectively. Find the ratio of milk to water in the resulting mixture.

Options :

1. 37:23

2. 27:20

3. 16:13

4. 64:47

5. 11:7

Answer : 64:47

Question No. 68

The average age of a class of 24 girls is 15 years. If 6 new girls having average age of 10 years join the class, then the

average age of the class becomes:
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Options :

1. 17 years

2. 13.6 years

3. 15.2 years

4. 14 years

5. None of these

Answer : 14 years

Question No. 69

A boat goes 5 km an hour in still water, but takes twice as much time in going the same distance against the

current. The speed of the current (in km/hour) is :

Options :

1. 2.5 km/hr

2. 3.5 km/hr

3. 4.5 km/hr

4. 6 km/hr

5. 8 km/hr

Answer : 2.5 km/hr

Question No. 70

The ratio of age of A and his son is 9:2. If the difference of their ages 7 year ago is 21, then find the sum of ages of A

and his son 13 year hence?

Options :

1. 85 years

2. 76 years

3. 59 years

4. 72 years
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5. None of these

Answer : 59 years

Direction:
In these questions, relationships between different elements are shown in the statements. These statements are
followed by three conclusions. Give answer –

Question No. 71

Statements:  E > W ≥ G > K = Y > O ≥ P

Conclusions:     

  I.   W ≥ Y

II.  E > P  

Options :

1. if only conclusion I follows

2. if only conclusion II follows

3. if either conclusion I or conclusion II follows

4. if neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows

5. if both conclusions I and II follow

Answer : if only conclusion II follows

Direction:
In these questions, relationships between different elements are shown in the statements. These statements are
followed by three conclusions. Give answer –

Question No. 72

Statements:  T ≤ R = S W = E

Conclusions:     

  I.   G = F

II.  G > T    
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Options :

1. if only conclusion I follows

2. if only conclusion II follows

3. if either conclusion I or conclusion II follows

4. if neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows

5. if both conclusions I and II follow

Answer : if only conclusion II follows

Direction:
In these questions, relationships between different elements are shown in the statements. These statements are
followed by three conclusions. Give answer –

Question No. 73

Statements:  V ≥ B > N ≥ G = F ≥ D ≥ R

Conclusions:     

  I.   V > G

II.  N ≥ R    

Options :

1. if only conclusion I follows

2. if only conclusion II follows

3. if either conclusion I or conclusion II follows

4. if neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows

5. if both conclusions I and II follow

Answer : if both conclusions I and II follow

Direction:
In these questions, relationship between different elements is show in the statements. The statements are followed
by conclusions. Study the conclusions based on the given statements and select the appropriate answer:

Question No. 74
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Statement: O > P ≥ N = K ≤ L

Conclusion:

I. N

II. P ≥ R

Options :

1. Only conclusion I is true

2. Only conclusion II is true

3. Both conclusions I and II are true

4. Neither conclusions I nor II is true

5. Either conclusion I or II is true

Answer : Only conclusion I is true

Question No. 75

How many such digits are there in the number 543289176 each of which remain in its original position when all the

digits are arranged in ascending order within the number from left to right?

Options :

1. None

2. One

3. Two

4. Three

5. More than three

Answer : One

Direction:

These questions are based on five words given below:

Question No. 76
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If the first alphabet in each of the following given words is changed to the next alphabet as per the English

alphabetical order, how many words having two or more vowels (same or different) will be formed?

Options :

1. None

2. One

3. Two

4. Three

5. Four

Answer : Three

Direction:

These questions are based on five words given below:

Question No. 77

If the given words are arranged in the order as they appear in the English dictionary from left to right, the positions

of how many words remain unchanged?

Options :

1. None

2. One

3. Two

4. Three

5. Four

Answer : None

Direction:

These questions are based on five words given below:

Question No. 78
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If in each of the given words, each of the consonants is changed to the next letter as per the English alphabetical

order, in how many words from thus formed will no vowel appear?

Options :

1. Two

2. One

3. None

4. Three

5. Four

Answer : None

Direction:
These questions are based on five words given below:

EYE    AXE    NOT    TEN    DEB

(The new words formed after performing the mentioned operations may or may not necessarily be meaningful

English words.)

Question No. 79

If in each of the given words, first letter is interchanged with the third letter of the word, in how many words form

thus formed are meaningful?

Options :

1. Two

2. One

3. Three

4. None

5. Four

Answer : Four

Direction:

These questions are based on five words given below:
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Question No. 80

If in each of the given words, letters are arranged in the alphabetical order in the word itself, how many words thus

formed will be meaningful words?

Options :

1. Two

2. One

3. Three

4. None

5. Four

Answer : One

Question No. 81

A man starts walking from point O reaches 5m east at point A. Then he turns to his right and walks 7m to reach

point B. Again he turns to his left and walks 4m to reach point C. Again he turns left and walks 14m to reach point D.

Finally, he turns to his left and walks 9m to reach point E. In which direction is point E from the starting point?

Options :

1. Southeast

2. South

3. North

4. West

5. None of these

Answer : North

Question No. 82

How many such pairs of letters are there in the word ACTIVELY each of which has as many letters between them in

the word as in the English alphabet? (In both forward and backward directions)
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Options :

1. One

2. Two

3. Three

4. More than three

5. None of these

Answer : More than three

Direction:
Read to following information carefully and answer the questions given below it:

A family consist of six members A, B, C, G, E and F. B is the son of C but C is not mother of B. A and C are married

couple. E is the brother of C. G is the daughter of A. F is the brother of A.

Question No. 83

Who is brother-in-law of C? 

Options :

1. A

2. F

3. E

4. G

5.

Answer : F

Direction:
Read to following information carefully and answer the questions given below it:

A family consist of six members A, B, C, G, E and F. B is the son of C but C is not mother of B. A and C are married

couple. E is the brother of C. G is the daughter of A. F is the brother of A.

Question No. 84
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Who is father of B? 

Options :

1. C

2. A

3. F

4. None of these

5.

Answer : C

Direction:
Read to following information carefully and answer the questions given below it:

A family consist of six members A, B, C, G, E and F. B is the son of C but C is not mother of B. A and C are married

couple. E is the brother of C. G is the daughter of A. F is the brother of A.

Question No. 85

How many children does A have?

Options :

1. One

2. Two

3. Three

4. Four

5.

Answer : Two

Direction:

Direction(Q.71-75): Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven boxes, namely P, Q, R, S, T, V and W. All of them are placed in a stack one above the another but

not necessarily in the same order.
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  Only one box is placed in between P and W. Three boxes are placed between V and P. Two boxes are their in

between W and Q. Only one box is in between Q and T. S is not placed immediately before or immediately after the

box W. R is placed immediately above box S. V is placed before box P.

Question No. 86

At which place box Q is kept in the stack?

Options :

1. Second

2. Third

3. Fourth

4. Sixth

5. None of these

Answer : Fourth

Direction:

Direction(Q.71-75): Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven boxes, namely P, Q, R, S, T, V and W. All of them are placed in a stack one above the another but

not necessarily in the same order.

  Only one box is placed in between P and W. Three boxes are placed between V and P. Two boxes are their in

between W and Q. Only one box is in between Q and T. S is not placed immediately before or immediately after the

box W. R is placed immediately above box S. V is placed before box P.

Question No. 87

If R is related to P, S is related to T, in the same way to how V is related to?

Options :

1. P

2. T

3. Q
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4. W

5. None of these

Answer : Q

Direction:

Direction(Q.71-75): Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven boxes, namely P, Q, R, S, T, V and W. All of them are placed in a stack one above the another but

not necessarily in the same order.

  Only one box is placed in between P and W. Three boxes are placed between V and P. Two boxes are their in

between W and Q. Only one box is in between Q and T. S is not placed immediately before or immediately after the

box W. R is placed immediately above box S. V is placed before box P.

Question No. 88

How many boxes are between the one who at second place from the bottom and S?

Options :

1. Three

2. Two

3. Four

4. One

5. None of these

Answer : Two

Direction:

Direction(Q.71-75): Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven boxes, namely P, Q, R, S, T, V and W. All of them are placed in a stack one above the another but

not necessarily in the same order.

  Only one box is placed in between P and W. Three boxes are placed between V and P. Two boxes are their in

between W and Q. Only one box is in between Q and T. S is not placed immediately before or immediately after the

box W. R is placed immediately above box S. V is placed before box P.
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Question No. 89

Box R is placed from which of the following place?

Options :

1. Immediately below S

2. Top

3. Between box S and box P

4. Immediately below box V

5. None of these

Answer : Immediately below box V

Direction:

Direction(Q.71-75): Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven boxes, namely P, Q, R, S, T, V and W. All of them are placed in a stack one above the another but

not necessarily in the same order.

  Only one box is placed in between P and W. Three boxes are placed between V and P. Two boxes are their in

between W and Q. Only one box is in between Q and T. S is not placed immediately before or immediately after the

box W. R is placed immediately above box S. V is placed before box P.

Question No. 90

Find the incorrect one?

Options :

1. V – Seventh

2. Q – Fourth

3. T - Second

4. W - Third

5. All are correct

Answer : W - Third
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Direction:
Study the following information and answer the following questions:

Eight people: P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W are sitting around a circle facing the centre.

(i) S is a neighbor of P but not of W.

(ii) Q is a neighbor of U and four to the left of S.

(iii) T is a neighbor of W, and third to the right of U.

(iv) R is third to the left of V.

Question No. 91

Who is third to the right of T?

Options :

1. S

2. U

3. P

4. V

5. None of these

Answer : P

Direction:
Study the following information and answer the following questions:

Eight people: P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W are sitting around a circle facing the centre.

(i) S is a neighbor of P but not of W.

(ii) Q is a neighbor of U and four to the left of S.

(iii) T is a neighbor of W, and third to the right of U.

(iv) R is third to the left of V.
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Question No. 92

Which of the following is true?

Options :

1. P is third to the right of Q

2. V is immediate neighbour of R

3. T is third to the right of U

4. S is second to the left of W

5. Both 2 and 4

Answer : T is third to the right of U

Direction:
Study the following information and answer the following questions:

Eight people: P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W are sitting around a circle facing the centre.

(i) S is a neighbor of P but not of W.

(ii) Q is a neighbor of U and four to the left of S.

(iii) T is a neighbor of W, and third to the right of U.

(iv) R is third to the left of V.

Question No. 93

What is Q’s Position with respect to P?

Options :

1. Third to the right

2. Third to the left

3. Second to the left

4. Four to the left

5. None of these
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Answer : Third to the right

Direction:
Study the following information and answer the following questions:

Eight people: P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W are sitting around a circle facing the centre.

(i) S is a neighbor of P but not of W.

(ii) Q is a neighbor of U and four to the left of S.

(iii) T is a neighbor of W, and third to the right of U.

(iv) R is third to the left of V.

Question No. 94

In which of the following pairs is the second person  on the immediate left of the first?

Options :

1. PS

2. VQ

3. TR

4. VU

5. None of these

Answer : PS

Direction:
Study the following information and answer the following questions:

Eight people: P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W are sitting around a circle facing the centre.

(i) S is a neighbor of P but not of W.

(ii) Q is a neighbor of U and four to the left of S.

(iii) T is a neighbor of W, and third to the right of U.

(iv) R is third to the left of V.
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Question No. 95

If V is related to P, W is related to U, R is related Q then how is V related?

Options :

1. P

2. S

3. R

4. T

5. None of these

Answer : T

Direction:
Study the following questions below which are based on the numbers:

6 5 1 8 2 4 9 4 5 2 6 1 7 3 2 9 4 2 3 6 7 9 2 5 8 3 1 4 5 1 2 8 3 5

Question No. 96

If all the even digits are deleted from the above arrangement, then what is the difference between the middle two

numbers in the newly formed arrangement?

Options :

1. Three

2. Four

3. Two

4. One

5. None of these

Answer : Four

Direction:
Study the following questions below which are based on the numbers:

6 5 1 8 2 4 9 4 5 2 6 1 7 3 2 9 4 2 3 6 7 9 2 5 8 3 1 4 5 1 2 8 3 5
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Question No. 97

How many 5’s are there in the above arrangement, each of which is preceded by an odd number?

Options :

1. Two

2. One

3. Three

4. None

5. Four

Answer : One

Direction:
Study the following questions below which are based on the numbers:

6 5 1 8 2 4 9 4 5 2 6 1 7 3 2 9 4 2 3 6 7 9 2 5 8 3 1 4 5 1 2 8 3 5

Question No. 98

In the above arrangement how many prime numbers are there which are immediately followed by an odd number

and immediately preceded by an even number?

Options :

1. Three

2. Four

3. One

4. Five

5. None of these

Answer : Five

Direction:
Study the following questions below which are based on the numbers:

6 5 1 8 2 4 9 4 5 2 6 1 7 3 2 9 4 2 3 6 7 9 2 5 8 3 1 4 5 1 2 8 3 5
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Question No. 99

In the above arrangement how many numbers are there which are a perfect square of a number and is immediately

preceded by an odd number?

Options :

1. Two

2. One

3. Four

4. Three

5. More than four

Answer : More than four

Direction:
Study the following questions below which are based on the numbers:

6 5 1 8 2 4 9 4 5 2 6 1 7 3 2 9 4 2 3 6 7 9 2 5 8 3 1 4 5 1 2 8 3 5

Question No. 100

Which of the following is fifth to the right of the sixteenth digit from the right end of the above arrangement?

Options :

1. 9

2. 7

3. 5

4. 3

5. None of these

Answer : 5
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